APPOINTMENT
VMC Operator (Fanuc): 01
1. Should be able to operate 3 axis VMC Machine with Fanuc Control.
2. Must be having at least one year on hand experience of operating
similar type of machine.
3. On hand experience required in Job setting, Clamping, Aligning and
taking references.
4. Will take up 2D programming Jobs when needed.
5. Expertise on 3D software programming will be an added
advantage.
6. Familiar with Tool Room Machines and Manufacturing Processes.
7. Must have sufficient knowledge to make, Read and Understand
Engineering Drawings, Tolerances & Fitments etc.
8. Knowledge about various Tools & Instruments used in Tool Room
will be Essential.
9. Exposure to basic machine maintenance activity will be an
additional advantage.
CNC Lathe Operator (Fanuc): 01
1. Should be able to Operate CNC Lathe Machine with Fanuc
Control.
2. Must be having at least one year on hand experience of operating
similar type of machine.
3. On hand experience in Job setting, Clamping, Aligning and taking
references.
4. Must have fluency in Programming for Machining of Engineering
Parts.
5. Familiar with Tool Room machines and manufacturing processes.
6. Must have sufficient knowledge to make, Read and Understand
Engineering Drawings, Tolerances & Fitments etc.
7. Knowledge about various Tools & Instruments used in Tool Room
will be Essential.
8. Exposure to Basic Machine Maintenance activity will be an
additional advantage
Lathe Operator: 01
1. Should be able to operate Lathe Machine with all its accessories for
machining of engineering parts.
2. Must be having at least one year on hand experience of operating
similar type of machine.
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3. On hand experience required in Job setting, clamping, aligning and
maintaining dimensions.
4. Familiar with Tool Room machines and manufacturing processes.
5. Must have sufficient knowledge to make, read and understand
engineering drawings, tolerances & fitments etc.
6. Knowledge about various tools & instruments used in Tool Room
will be Essential.
7. Exposure to basic machine maintenance activity will be an
additional advantage.
Milling Operator: 01
1. Should be able to operate Universal Milling Machine with all its
accessories for machining of engineering parts.
2. Must be having at least one year on hand experience of operating
similar type of machine.
3. On hand experience required in Job setting, clamping, aligning and
maintaining dimensions.
4. Familiar with Tool Room machines and manufacturing processes.
5. Must have sufficient knowledge to make, read and understand
engineering drawings, tolerances & fitments etc.
6. Knowledge about various Tools & Instruments used in Tool Room
will be Essential.
7. Exposure to basic machine maintenance activity will be an
additional advantage.
8. Should be able to operate CNC Lathe Machine with Fanuc Control.
Salary:There will be no constraint of salary for the deserving candidates and will be the
best as per industry standard.
Please send CV to jobs@nocci.in mentioning the post applied for in subject line.
NOCCi Balasore Infrastructure Company
NOCCi Business Park, Bampada,
Balasore-756056 (Odisha), Mob-9777580214
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